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Our annual survey (June 13th 2022) focuses on CEO level respondents 
across industries and nationalities. We collected the response of 246 
companies with relevant sales and profit generation from China. 
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Respondents’ country of origin and industry (absolute no. of co’s)
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Austria, 
Germany, 
Switzerland

16 12 6 4 22 2 10 4 76

France, 
Italy, Spain, 
UK

16 8 14 0 2 8 8 4 60

USA, Canada 8 10 6 2 0 10 2 4 42

Denmark, 
Sweden, 
Finland

10 14 0 0 0 0 4 8 36

China, incl. 
Hong Kong, 
China

4 2 4 0 0 4 0 4 18

Rest of 
World 0 0 4 2 0 6 2 0 14

Total 54 46 34 8 24 30 26 24 246

Industrial: Industrial parts, assemblies, light equipment. Materials: Chemicals, metals, composites, textiles). Automotive: Vehicle makers, components. Large equ.: Large equipment (power generation, machine tools, automation). 
C&R: Consumer goods (food & beverage, durables, retail). Healthcare: Pharma, medical devices, diagnostics Others: Environmental technologies and services, private equity, business services incl. testing, logistics, financial.
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The media claim that investment confidence of MNC’s in China is 
drastically dropping… but our survey provides a more nuanced picture 

“23% of European 
businesses consider 
shifting current or 

planned investment in 
China to other 

markets”

EUCCC Flash-Survey 
April 2022
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• Most companies (60%) foresee a ‘constructive decoupling scenario’ where China and the US (and 
RoW) engage economically amidst increasing political tension. 11% plan for a “Hard Decoupling” and only 1% 
consider a Conflict Scenario.  29% find it difficult to interpret the future scenario for China.

• The main concern for MNC’s are short term uncertainties about China’s economy (in connection to Covid 
restrictions) rather than geopolitics. 60% of companies still expect growth compared to 2021, however, the 
Shanghai lockdown has lowered growth expectations for 2022. 

• Board commitment remains very high for 80% of companies, with 6% ‘not very committed’ and the rest 
(14%) uncertain. The communication challenge between China and HQ emerges as a key issue. 41% of 
companies are taking measures to improve this. 

• In terms of Investment Commitment:
 Over 80% of respondents maintain their investment strategy, but for many there is a 

reorientation to risk-sharing (M&A, partnerships) and/or more localization (R&D, additional production 
sites in China)

 Around 13 % have postponed investments to 2H 2022 or later; this often implies reassessing or 
refocusing investments (see above)

 4 % have taken drastic decisions such as investment cancelations or diversifying/moving 
production outside China. 

Key Takeaways (1/2) – Investment Environment
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• An Emerging Trend of De-risking Global from China: 39% of companies are changing their China investment strategy to cope 
with the new reality – the majority by refocusing investment towards a more diversified production footprint across China, 
accelerated local R&D activities, and partnerships. 

• Inorganic growth now a key strategy: 75% of companies are pushing M&A or partnerships. 39% are conducting multiple 
acquisitions in parallel. Market share (scale), market access and a developing a more local offering (local presence, product and 
service) are the major objectives

• Flexible Deal Structures adapted to the new environment: 51% of MNC are open to a partial buy out (two stage or even 
minority), while 49% remain focused on 100%. 29% are open to consider minority deals through “ecosystem partners”. 

• Consolidation of Partnerships and Joint Ventures: Increasing openness to partnerships across most industries. Most 
companies are open to JVs (while keeping control). Minority JV is becoming an emerging trend in some industries (Healthcare, Tech, 
Auto). 

• Valuations have gone down in 2022: No obvious impact by Covid lock down in valuations. However, a general trend of lower 
multiples. Most valuation are in the plateau of 8-12xEBITDA (40%), compared with last year’s where most transactions were in the 
>12xEBITDA range. 

• M&A Barriers: Valuation expectations and Availability of good targets are still top barriers. Compared with 2021,  valuations have 
easing somewhat while internal M&A structures (travel restrictions, HQ support) are now much more challenged. 

• Portfolio Divestments, continue to be a common factor among MNCs. 38% of respondents are considering divesting one or more 
assets/businesses in China, in most cases (50%) to refocus their business portfolio and improve competitiveness. 

Key Takeaways (2/2) – M&A trends
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The Q2 lockdowns have lowered sales expectations for 2022…
…. But 60% still expect higher sales than in 2021

60% of co’s now expect their 2022 China sales to be stronger than 2021.

26% of co’s expect their 2022 China sales to be weaker than 2021 
– that is double the number of companies compared to late 2021.

14% of co’s expect for 2022 the same sales as for 2021 – that is 3x 
more companies expecting flat sales compared to late 2021. 

11%

11% +16% – 20% or higher

+1 to +5%

9%

16%

19%

7%

15%

14%

Minus 10% or worse

Minus 5 to minus 9%

Minus 1 to minus 5%

0%

+6 – 10%

+11 – 15%

246 co’s

19%

4%
7%

22%11- 20%

5%

32%

12%

-6 to -10%
-1 to -5%

0%

+1 to +5%

+6 – 10%

>20%

287 co’s

What is your 2022 sales growth expectation?   

Survey previously
conducted Oct 2021

Survey June 2022 (this survey)

Source: InterChina 2022 Forecast Survey (Oct 2021) and Survey June 2022

Impact of 
Recent 

Global and 
China events
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In 1H 2022 nearly 40 % changed their China investment strategy. Both 
lockdown impact and geopolitics were the main drivers for the changes.

“Has your China 
investment strategy 

changed since Feb 24?”

61%

150
Co’’s

39%

96
co’s

“Yes”

“No”

246 co’s’

“Why did you change the 
investment strategy?”

96

82

62

58

52

30

18 Ethical concerns
from HQ

Perceived risk of
Taiwan conflict

Lockdown,
Travel restrictions

Higher domestic
political risk

Perceived risk of
USA-Russia-China
dynamics

Supply chain
disruptions

Consumption
slow-down

Risk of renewed
energy shortage0

Geopolitical uncertainty Domestic uncertainty in China

96 co’s (several mentions possible)

Source: InterChina Survey June 2022
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For most the new strategy aims to add production locations, more M&A 
and partnerships, more local R&D. Only 4 (<2%) plan to diversify 
production outside China. 

“Has your China 
investment strategy 

changed since Feb 24?”

“Yes”

246 co’s’

61%

150
Co’’s

39%

96
co’s

“No”

“If you changed the 
strategy: What were your 

actions since Feb 24?”

30

10

32

24

96 co’s

We cancelled 
Planned 
investments

We still have
green-lit
one or more
investments

We postponed
the investment to
later this year

We did not
have investments
on the agenda

Incl. 16 co’s that 
greenl-lit new 

factories 

68

58

54

52

30

20

10

4

Integrating vertically downstream (acquisition
or partnership w. distributors or customer)

More M&A / partnerships to
supplement own assets / operations

Diversify production capacities (several locations
in China) to avoid lockdown paralysis

More build up of R&D capabilities
and competences in China

Restructuring China supply chain and build up
other alternative suppliers in APAC

More conservative re. shifting R&D to China

Diversify investment/ production outside of China

Integrating vertically upstream (acquisition or
partnerships w. suppliers, assemblers, etc.)

China investment-positive China-investment negative

“What has effectively changed regarding your China-strategy 
and investment approach since the beginning this year?”

96 co’s (several mentions possible)

Source: InterChina Survey June 2022
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In terms of CAPEX, 56% of companies that had plans to invest in H1 
2022 went ahead. 38% postponed. 6% canceled. 

46%

54%Had investment
plans for H1 2022

Had no investment
plans for H1 2022

on their agenda

246 co’s’

“Did you plan to invest into 
new production operations 

in China in 2022?”

30%

56%

8%

6%

Yes, but we
postponed
it for later
this year

Yes, and we
green-lit the
investment
this year

Yes, but
postponed
decision
for next year
Yes, but we
canceled the
investment

132 co’s’

1 We’re uncertain – there are different opinions in the headquarters and local operations about it.
2 No, things really took a dive for the worse and we feel much less commitment from the HQ nowSource: InterChina Survey June 2022
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Global Exco/ Board Scenario Planning. 60% plan for “Constructive 
Decoupling” or “Re-engagement”. 11% plan for “Hard Decoupling”. 
Only 1% consider a Conflict scenario. 

“What does your co’ consider the 
most likely macro scenario btw. 

China and the West for the next 3~5 
years?”

29%

Difficult to judge

1%

8%

11%

51%

Re-engagement: Return
to constructive engagement
and greater economic
interdependency

Constructive Decoupling:
Gradual, pragmatic decoupling
on Critical Areas, while business
interaction on Open Areas.
Cooperation and unilateral
development simultaneously

Hard Decoupling: Aggressive
decoupling across the board,
with constant crises and
antagonism

Conflict: Aggressive decoupling,
not just with antagonism, but
also with military crisis and
conflicts

246 co’s’

Source: InterChina Flash Survey June 2022

HQ-China
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Sales and the Chinese economy (and policy) are the top concerns, 
rather than geopolitics.

7.01

6.23

6.00

5.65

5.15

5.06

3.86

3.49

2.56 Ethical concerns: Human rights issues

Policies: Overall operational environment being
more restricted and difficult (incl. zero-Covid policy)

Legal: IPR risks and compliance issues

Cost increase making China operations
more expensive, causing a lower return

Topline: Slowdown of domestic demand and consumption

Geopolitics

Topline: Slowdown of global demand and
consumption, impacting on China ops

Policies: Market access getting harder, and / or local
competitors are more favored or supported to win business

Lack of HQ support / lack of understanding of China
market reality and needs of local subsidiary to go forward

246 co’s scoring different key risks

“As of right now, what is your No. 1 concern that worries your 
company the most re. China / China investment strategy?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Directly related to

Source: InterChina Survey June 2022
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The vast majority (80%) remains strongly committed to China. 69% 
of HQ believe in long term potential. 24% are uncertain and 7% are 
concerned. 

1 We’re uncertain – there are different opinions in the headquarters and local operations about it.
2 No, things really took a dive for the worse and we feel much less commitment from the HQ nowSource: InterChina Survey June 2022

Uncertain about the long-term potential
for Western businesses in China. A mix of
commitment while seeking to manage/reduce
risk exposure on market

69%

Concerned about the long-term potential for
Western businesses in China, and are currently
maximizing short term returns vs medium/long-
term commitment.

24%

246 co’s’

Believe in the long-term market potential
of China. Short term shocks (Lockdown,
Supply chain disruption, etc) need to be
navigated, but no lack of commitment.

7%

Sector hot map
(proportional acc. to no. of respondents)
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“What is the view of your global board (and Exco) towards 
China Market Potential over the medium/long term?”

“Does your company 
remain still very much 
committed to China?”

6%

80%

15%

246 co’s’

“No” 2

“Yes”

“Uncertain” 1
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Commitment to the Chinese market across industries. 

1 Others: Environmental technologies and services, private equity, business services incl. testing, logistics, financial.

Source: InterChina Survey June 2022
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“We have to talk”. Stronger communication channels are essential to 
increase trust between HQ and China entity.

No changes, continue as previously

Other / not relevant

6%

Send trusted executives
from HQ to work in China

Increased communication channels
(incl. mentoring, working groups)

7%

Changed reporting lines; more direct
lines btw. China and HQ

Establish a China / Asia Advisory Board;
Bring Chinese knowledge into global Exco / Board

31%

9%

5%

59%
The majority of companies has already adapted to a 
decoupled China reality last year and already induced 
the necessary organizational changes.

“How is your company maintain and building communication between HQ and 
China leadership?” (multiple responses possible)

Source: InterChina Survey June 2022
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Inorganic Growth is becoming critical. One fifth is reconsidering their 
approach, with the majority looking for JV partners or M&A targets. 

“Impact of recent events on inorganic growth strategy: Did 
your China growth strategy change this year?” 

in % of total co’s (100% = 246 companies)

Change of course nowNo change of course

Inorganic strategy
(partnerships w. local co’s)

Organic strategy (WFOE)

13%
(M&A, JV)

5%

3% Aim to divest their China
business to a local investor

1
%

Aim to invite local partner to 
participate in global group

43%
(continue to 

believe in 100% 
control)

31%
(continue to 
believe in 

mix of M&A 
and WFOE)

4%

• Bad 2022 performance 
Automotive components, 

• industrial components, 
• Materials / chemicals

Stronger trend for partnerships
• Pharma / med devices
• Automotive components
• Materials / chemicals

New desire for more control / protect IP
• Industrial components
• ICT / Tech

Source: InterChina Survey June 2022

Trends: 
M&A and 

JVs
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75% of co’s have M&A ambitions (single or multiple deals). 47% consider 
inorganic as a growth driver. Scale, Access and Localization are the main 
objectives. 

26%

36%

30%

9%

89

“One”

94

No. of 
respondents

Projected 
deal volume

“Two to
Three”

“Four
to Five”

246 resp.
361 projected
transactions

“None

178

“How many M&A transactions (acquisitions, 
JVs, divestments etc.) do you foresee to 

close in the next 2~3 years?”

Driving sectors

1. Healthcare
2. Industrial parts
3. Materials

(no specific 
pattern 
recognizable)

1. Large equ. 
2. Industrial parts
3. Healthcare
4. Automotive

“How important will inorganic 
growth be for your company 
in the coming years?”

16%

8%

29%

30%

17%

246 resp.

No. of respondents

"A fundamental
growth driver"

"A serious option"

"A potential option"

"Rather unlikely"

"Not relevant for us"

Expand market share

Be perceived as
"local" by customers

In-country manufacturing
footprint

A more localized offering

B-brand strategy

Guarantee market access

Be perceived as "local"
by gov’t authorities

Create new business /
growth platform

Others

41%

28%

26%

25%

18%

14%

13%

12%

8%

What are your main strategic 
motives for M&A/ JVs in China?” 

(multiple responses possible)

Source: InterChina Survey June 2022

M&A 
Rationale
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51% of MNC are open to a partial buy out (two stage or even minority), while 
49% require 100% ownership. 29% are open to consider minority deals with 
“ecosystem partners”.

49%

25%

21%

5%
182 resp.

No. of respondents

"Minority
equity acq."

"Two stage approach
(e.g. majority acqu.

first, buy rest
several years later)"

"100% control
over local partner"

"Majority
equity acq."

“What is your preferred deal 
structure approach for 
realizing M&A / JV?”

64%

30%

6%

No. of respondents

94 resp.

"1 - 2 years"

"6 - 12 months"

"Less than
6 months"

“How long is your typical deal cycle 
from the first negotiation round to a 

definite agreement?”

“Given the rapid evolution of new technologies and ecosystems in 
China, some international co’s are pursuing minority / venture capital 
investments in Chinese companies. Is your company doing this?”

63%

8%

20%

4%
5%

No. of respondents

"Yes, we do this already"

"No we are not
pursuing or
considering this"

"Yes, we are actively looking"

"We’re not doing
this currently, but
are considering it"

Others /
not relevant

246 resp.

Source: InterChina Survey June 2022

Deal 
Structure
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Increasing openness to partnerships across most industries. Most 
companies are open to JVs (while keeping control). Minority JV an 
emerging trend in some industries (Healthcare, Tech, Auto)

“Equity Share: What is your approach to equity partnerships with Chinese companies?”
(by sector)

67%

52%

33% 29% 25%
20% 17%

8%

25%

30%

25%

47%

25%
47% 57%

38%

8%

4%

17%

24%

50%
7%

13%

31%

15%
25% 27%

13%
23%

Materials

8

Large equ. Industr. Parts C&RAutomotiveOthers ICT / Tech Healthcare

26
100% = no. of co’s

24 54 24 34 30 46

Have no specific preference, and are open
to all forms of investment in China
Prefer WFOEs and majority JVs, but are open
to 50/50 and minority JV’s
Prefer WFOEs, but are open to majority JV’s
Only use fully controlled investments (WFOEs)

“WFOE-land” Open to partnerships

Le
ve

l o
f c

on
tro

l
of

 fo
re

ig
n 

co
’

Hi
gh

Lo
w

Source: InterChina Survey June 2022
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A key motivation behind the emergence of partnerships is the 
increasing need of some companies to find shelter/protection

“Protection: As an international company, would a partnership with a Chinese 
company provide protection from government interference in China?”

83%

67%

50% 52% 50%
42%

29%
23%

13%

8% 7%
17%

18%

8%

7%4%

7% 25%

6%

8%

4%

33%
11%

17%

41%

38%

9% 13%
8%

22% 25% 25%

6%

23%

Industr. Parts ICT / Tech

100% = no. of co’s
54

Healthcare

26

C&R AutomotiveMaterials

46 34

Others

30 2424

Large equ.

8

Yes, in general
Yes, as long as the Chinese
partner is powerful / national
Yes, as long as they have
significant equity share in China
Yes, as long as the partnership is
at a global level not just China level
Yes, and going forward more
than in recent past
No, this is not the case

Low HighEffectiveness of protection of a possible local partner

Source: InterChina Survey June 2022
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A good time for M&A? Valuations of Chinese targets may have 
decreased rather than increased

“Since Feb 2022, have you observed a notable change 
in valuations and target valuation expectations?”

(no. of times mentioned)

Valuations have increased

No relevant changes observed

I don’t know

Valuations have decreased

26%

40%

9%

11%

15%> 15x EBITDA

12 – 15x EBITDA

8 – 12x EBITDA

<8x EBITDA

I don’t know

All respondents

“Multiples: What do you think is the average multiple in your sector?”

Environmental tech, services

C&R

ICT / Tech

Large equ.

Automotive

Materials, chemicals

Business services (testing, logistics)

Industrial parts

M
edical devices / pharm

a

Mainstays by sector (majority of answers by sector)

Source: InterChina Survey June 2022

Valuations
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Despite valuations easing somewhat, internal M&A structures (travel 
restr., HQ support) are now much more challenged

“M&A challenges: What keeps you from realizing more deals in the Chinese market – what is your main challenge?” (Only one response is possible.)

Deal sourcing Due Diligence Deal Closing

19%
Suitable target 
size (not too 
small or too 

big)

21%
Availability (target 
has low interest 

level)

28%
High valuation

expectation

17%
Unacceptable 

business 
practices 

(compliance 
risks)

15%
Other /
internal 

reasons (i.e. 
lack of M&A 
team, etc.)

Survey June 2022
N = 243 co’s

13%
Suitable 

target size

21%
Availability (target 
has low interest 

level)

36%
High valuation

expectation

18%
Unacceptable 

business 
practices 

(compliance 
risks)

7%
Other /
internal 
reasons

Survey Apr 2021
N = 150 co’s

Source: InterChina Survey June 2022

M&A 
Challenges
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Co’s looking to divest part of their businesses are not exiting China, 
but want to become more competitive

38%

62%
Not considering

divesting any
businesses in China

Considering divesting
one or more assets

/businesses in China

246 co’s

30%

Portfolio refocus 1

11%

Exit Chinese market

94

47%

2%

Strengthen the business 2

Other reasons

11%

Supply chain decoupling 3

In case you are considering a divestment in 
China, who do you expect the investor to be?

1 Spin-off underperforming or non-core BUs 2 Bring in strategic investor into a majority position 3 Reduce dependency on China supply base

28%

11%

32%

23%

6%

It does not matter

Local Chinese strategic investor (incl. competitor)

International strategic investor

Others

International PE

94

In case you are considering a divestment in 
China, what is your main strategic motive?

Source: InterChina Survey June 2022

Divestments
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InterChina Partners
A well-respected China-focused cross-border advisory firm

USD 8+ bil

in total transaction value by 
2020

50% 

of transactions are Strategic 
acquisitions, 50% 

Divestments. 

6-10 

Transactions closed each year. 
80-200 million USD range. 

210+ 

transactions successfully
closed since 1994

Who We Are Our Performance

Global Reach

Clearwater International
23 global offices

200 advisors
~1,500 transactions with total 

value of EU 70+ bil

Sector Specialist 

Active access to top 
stakeholders and strategic 

trends 
in 5 industry vectors

Our Clients

Multinationals F.1000. 
Private Equity 

Chinese Listed & POE

China Leader

28 years in the market

50 Advisors

Independent (Partnership)
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Search for potential 
buyers and partners 
worldwide 

Contacts and 
relationships from 
professionals in 40+ 
countries are available at 
short notice through 
InterChina, CWI and SL’s 
existing network

Extensive knowledge 
and relationship of 
potential buyers and 
partners 

InterChina leverages its 
significant expertise and 
deep relationships it has 
built through continuous 
dialogues over the years 
to meet client objectives

Industry experience 
through numerous 
transactions in the 
relevant sectors 

Unrestricted access to 
InterChina advisors with 
relevant deal and project 
experience

Our Services 
We are among the preferred advisors for mid-market transactions in China

Total discretion and 
objective advice free 
from conflicts

Total commitment, 
discretion and dedication 
from start to finish, and 
after; we continue the 
dialogue to build a long-
lasting relationship

 Buy-side advisory
 Sell-side advisory
 Joint ventures / Strategic alliances
 Roll-up strategies

Mergers &
Acquisitions

 Portfolio acquisitions / bolt-ons
 Private placements
 Debt financings
 Project financings

Financial Sponsors & 
Capital Raising

 Asset sales & disposals
 Bankruptcy sales
 Minority / Majority recapitalizations
 Management buy-outs / buy-ins

Divestments & 
Restructurings

High-level of Professionalism & Integrity Forging Long-term Relationships

Advisory is all we do on 
a daily basis

InterChina closes an 
average of 6-12 
transactions on yearly 
basis, with an average 
value of 50-300 million 
USD per transaction.  

We are a fully integrated 
Financial Advisor. 

50% of our work is Buy 
Side Advisory,  40% is 
Divestments, 10% is 
outbound Chinese 
related deals. 

Strong local reach, deep 
sector  relationships and 
independence are the 
foundation of our 
business
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Corporate Finance Leadership
Barry Chen. Partner in Charge, Head of Corporate Finance, Shanghai
 25+ years (15 years with InterChina) of corporate development, consulting, 

corporate finance, and strategic planning experience
 Led and advised on 200+ acquisitions and divestitures in Asia Pacific, North 

America, and European regions, across a wide range of sectors
 Formerly with the global M&A group at UPS and PwC Corporate Finance

Eduardo Morcillo. Managing Partner, Head of Shanghai office
 20+ years with InterChina, having advised 100+ M&A deals, strategic 

alliances and investment projects, across a range of sectors. 
 Formerly, with Sinclair Roche & Temperley & Credit Suisse Asset 

Management

Senior Leadership Team
A strong seasoned team of Western and Chinese professionals

Huang Qingbo. Partner, Shanghai
 23+ years with InterChina, focusing on Strategic Alliances with Chinese 

enterprises and institutions and cross border deals. Specialist in chemical 
transactions as well as JVs & restructurings

 Formerly, regional head of foreign beverage company & senior team leader 
in investment management consultancy

Sector Leadership

Jan Borgonjon
Founder & President
Head of Industrials

James Sinclair
Partner
Head of Consumer & Retail

Simon Zhang
Partner
Head of Chemical

Franc Kaiser
Partner
Head of Healthcare

Kent Ng. Partner, Head of Divestment Advisory, Shanghai and Hong Kong
 20+ years experience in M&A advisory and capital raising with a large 

number of corporate and private equity clients in the automotive, 
consumer/F&B, healthcare and services sectors.

 Formerly with PwC and BDA Partners
 CFA charter holder
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Sector specialist focusing on 5 Segments, working over the 
past 26 years with the leading global strategic investors

90% of our 
engagements are 
concentrated in 5 industry 
sectors

Partner-led sector teams 
that consolidate our 
experience, insight and 
contact networks

Our data base is 
extended and alive.. 
We meet 1000+ 
executives per annum 
for the past ~25 years

Sector thought 
leadership pieces 
distributed to 10,000+ 
readers in our InterChina
Insight newsletter

Board of senior 
advisors that have 30+ 
year corporate careers in 
China

Focused and deep 
sector access at the 
right stakeholder 
level
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Our latest 12-month track record. 
China’s leading boutique M&A firm by # transactions

Odfjell Terminals China
Leading Global Tank Storage 

Service Provider

The Netherlands

Odfjell was advised by
InterChina 

Fast-growing independent 
provider of energy storage 

worldwide

VTTI B.V.

China
divested its equity holdings in 
Odfjell terminals (Dalian) to

Bystronic
Sheet Metal Cutting And Bending

China

Bystronic was advised by
InterChina

Laser Cutting Machinery Maker

Shenzhen DNE Laser 
Equipment

Switzerland

acquired the remaining 30% stake 
in

Grupo Antolin
Tier 1 Automotive Supplier

China

Grupo Antolin was advised by
InterChina

Spain

established a JV with

High-tech player in the 
Automotive electronics space

Shanghai NAEN Auto 
Technology

acquired a majority stake in

Guangzhou MACAS Electronics 
Technology

Coffee Machines Manufacturer
China

Evoca was advised by 
InterChina

Evoca Group
Coffee machine Manufacturer

Italy

Sandvik Coromant
The global leading supplier of 

cutting tools and services to the 
metal cutting industry

China

Sandvik Coromant was advised by
InterChina

China based premium 
solid round tools manufacturer

Chuzhou Yongpu

Sweden
acquired

Mycronic
A leading global electronics 

manufacturing equipment supplier

China

Mycronic was advised by InterChina

A supplier of solder paste printing 
solutions in the SMT industry 

Shenzhen Huan Cheng Xin 
Precision Manufacturer Co., Ltd. 

Sweden
acquired a majority stake in

Acquired a majority stake in 

Airbest (Changxing)
Industrial Machinery Manufacturer

China

Piab was advised by

Piab
Industrial Machinery Manufacturer

Sweden

InterChina
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Contact Us
Reach out to us to learn more about our experience and capabilities

Barry Chen
Partner in Charge, Head of Corporate Finance

T: +86 (21) 6341 0699
E: Barry.Chen@InterChinaPartners.com 

Corporate Finance

Eduardo Morcillo
Managing Partner, Head of Shanghai

T: +86 (21) 6341 0699
E: Eduardo.Morcillo@InterChinaPartners.com 

Suite 1201, 100 Bund Square, 100 South Zhongshan Road
Huangpu District, Shanghai 200010
P.R. China

Shanghai

Kent Ng
Partner, Head of Divestment Advisory

T: +852 28248324
E: Kent.Ng@InterChinaPartners.com 

66/F, The Center, 99 Queen’s Road 
Central, Hong Kong
P.R. China

Hong Kong

Jan Borgonjon
President

T: +86 (10) 8451 2088
E: Jan.Borgonjon@InterChinaPartners.com 

Suite 1106, Golden Land Building, 32 Liangmaqiao Road
Chaoyang District, Beijing 100016
P.R. China

Beijing

www.InterChinaPartners.com

Follow us for more information

Madrid
Francisco Minoves
Francisco.minoves@interchinaconsulting.com

London
James Sinclair   
james.sinclair@interchinaconsulting.com

Vienna
Manfred Reichl 
mr@manfredreichl.com

Stockholm
Michael Thurow   
michael.thurow@interchinaconsulting.com

Global Reach
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	Our annual survey (June 13th 2022) focuses on CEO level respondents across industries and nationalities. We collected the response of 246 companies with relevant sales and profit generation from China. �
	The media claim that investment confidence of MNC’s in China is drastically dropping… but our survey provides a more nuanced picture 
	Key Takeaways (1/2) – Investment Environment
	Key Takeaways (2/2) – M&A trends
	The Q2 lockdowns have lowered sales expectations for 2022…�…. But 60% still expect higher sales than in 2021
	In 1H 2022 nearly 40 % changed their China investment strategy. Both lockdown impact and geopolitics were the main drivers for the changes.
	For most the new strategy aims to add production locations, more M&A and partnerships, more local R&D. Only 4 (<2%) plan to diversify production outside China. 
	In terms of CAPEX, 56% of companies that had plans to invest in H1 2022 went ahead. 38% postponed. 6% canceled. 
	Global Exco/ Board Scenario Planning. 60% plan for “Constructive Decoupling” or “Re-engagement”. 11% plan for “Hard Decoupling”. Only 1% consider a Conflict scenario. 
	Sales and the Chinese economy (and policy) are the top concerns, rather than geopolitics.
	The vast majority (80%) remains strongly committed to China. 69% of HQ believe in long term potential. 24% are uncertain and 7% are concerned. 
	Commitment to the Chinese market across industries. 
	“We have to talk”. Stronger communication channels are essential to increase trust between HQ and China entity.
	Inorganic Growth is becoming critical. One fifth is reconsidering their approach, with the majority looking for JV partners or M&A targets. 
	75% of co’s have M&A ambitions (single or multiple deals). 47% consider inorganic as a growth driver. Scale, Access and Localization are the main objectives. 
	51% of MNC are open to a partial buy out (two stage or even minority), while 49% require 100% ownership. 29% are open to consider minority deals with “ecosystem partners”.
	Increasing openness to partnerships across most industries. Most companies are open to JVs (while keeping control). Minority JV an emerging trend in some industries (Healthcare, Tech, Auto)
	A key motivation behind the emergence of partnerships is the increasing need of some companies to find shelter/protection
	A good time for M&A? Valuations of Chinese targets may have decreased rather than increased
	Despite valuations easing somewhat, internal M&A structures (travel restr., HQ support) are now much more challenged
	Co’s looking to divest part of their businesses are not exiting China, but want to become more competitive
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